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In more than 30 years, SICW has placed more than 3,000

children in loving homes across the world.  Three thousand!



so what is SICW?
Home. School. Nursing home.
Counselling centre. Refuge.
A cocoon. For God’s special children.

SICW is a vibrant and visionary
movement dedicated to the betterment
and rehabilitation of children and young
adults.

It has served destitute, abandoned,
orphaned and special children, for nearly
three decades. 

The Society is committed to do all it can
for the all-round development of
underprivileged children. 

Our services
From placing children with loving families,
to educating them, providing vocational
training, ensuring medical treatment,
counselling services, facilitating pediatric
heart and eye surgery and helping to
raise funds for Thalassaemia. 

A strong support network of well-
wishers, sponsors and donors in India
and abroad has really been the
foundation of our growth. Our journey
so far has been challenging and fulfiling,
but we have miles to go and the needs
of helpless children are endless.  



IN THESE 30 YEARS OF MY ASSOCIATION WITH SICW, I HAVE
LEARNT THAT THERE ARE NO IMPOSSIBLE DREAMS. What
changes is our perception of what is possible. When a blind man
carries a lame man, both go forward. It is one of the most beautiful
compensations of life that no man can sincerely try to help another
without helping himself. The glory is not in failing but in rising every
time you fall. We have experienced this in SICW once too many times
and that is why.....our lives are like the course of the sun, at the
darkest moment there is promise of daylight. Shirin Dastur





our adoption programme



Our services 
Adoption placement services

Publicity and promotion of the concept and practice of adoption

Counselling services for children and adoptive families

Training for skill enhancement of different concerned functionaries

Advocacy for improvement in policies at different levels and for a
common adoption law

‘Roots’ programme to keep in touch with adopted children



Completing the family circle

India has more orphans than

any other nation. Nearly one

out of every ten of India's

children are orphans.

(http://www.authenticimpact.net/FFAM/Facts.htm/)

For over three decades, SICW has united
over 3,000 children and childless couples in
a lifelong bond of love, fulfilment and joy.

Under the care of the Society, babies who
had once been abandoned because they
were unwanted, sick or had just not been
able to be cared for by their biological
families found a safe haven in SICW’s two
homes: Foundling Home and Ashirwad.  It
has always been the Society’s endeavour to
ensure that the children taken under its
wings are placed in loving and secure
homes in India and abroad. Abandoned
children are nurtured and provided with
the basics of education, nutrition and
shelter, till they are placed with couples
longing for a child of their own.

It is through SICW’s untiring efforts that
couples longing for a baby return home
with a cherished bundle in their arms and
joy in their hearts, completing the family
circle.



A bond that lasts forever: ROOTS Programme









SICW encourages its

adopted children to

revisit their roots. To

come back as and when

they choose. So what if

they physically do not

live there any more, the

emotional bond with

SICW remains intact.

They write in, send

their happy pictures and

narrate their everyday

achievements. Stacks of

files occupy a place of

pride at SICW,

recording progress of

each of their special

children!



our medical unit
Services offered

Dedicated to meet the medical needs of deprived 
and needy children

Focused on early intervention

Physiotherapy unit for special needs children

Equipped with basic facilities like pulse oxymeter, oxygen 
and physiotherapy units

Among the best equipped in East India, dedicated to the care 
of orphans and abandoned children

24 x 7 medical attention







A healthy foundation for life :
Comprehensive Medical Unit

real difference to their health. We have
pediatric consultants, trained nurses,
caregivers and an in-house physiotherapist
to ensure that special needs children are
looked after. 

Our medical unit is equipped with all basic
facilities like pulse oxymeter, oxygen and
physiotherapy units – among the best
organised medical units in the East for the
care of orphans and abandoned children.

Our focus is on early intervention so that
deprived children get quality medical care
in their early years to set them on in their
journey ahead. They deserve to be healthy
and strong and the SICW family is
completely focused on ensuring they get a
chance to lead a happy and healthy life.

Unfortunately, most of the children
admitted into our care come from
conditions of extreme deprivation and lack
of human interaction, resulting in a host of
medical problems, some environmental
and some genetic. 

SICW’s medical unit provides a loving
answer to the medical needs of these
children and we do all we can to make a

The UN estimates that 2.1 million
Indian children die before reaching
the age of 5 every year – four every
minute – mostly from preventable
illnesses such as diarrhoea, typhoid,
malaria, measles and pneumonia.
Every day, 1,000 Indian children die
because of diarrhoea alone.

(http://motherchildnutrition.org/india/index.html)



Children in SICW 
are a 'handful' blessing. 

Alpana Kumar
Administrator





Margina 
From the pavements of Howrah to the Oval
Office in Washington!

A long walk made possible through the
collective efforts of SICW,  WACAP and the
commitment of her adoptive family.  When
her mother went to receive the National
award as the Best Teacher of the year from
President Clinton, Margina was there but her
mind raced back to her 'years of want' in
Kolkata. When Clinton hugged her,  tears
started rolling down. On being asked why she
was sad on this happy occasion, through sobs,
she said, "I am crying for the children I grew up
with who have not been as fortunate as me.”

Girls rescued from Alipore Jail 

Hark back to the year 1980.....Times were
different and hard. Mothers serving life terms
and their children became victims of tough
laws. These innocent children were
incarcerated along with their mothers
without hope. SICW pulled all stops to move
court and relevant powers to have nine
children released from the Alipore Jail.
Brought into our custody for appropriate
rehabilitation. SICW worked hard to place
them in loving and caring adoptive homes.
Thus began a happy chapter in their lives.
Today, many of them are proud mothers in
their own right... in Sweden.



Heart-warming stories behind the
numerous frames on the walls of
SICW



educational
sponsorship
programme



Sponsorship to the child and the family for his/her
continuing education, including:

Financial and material aid

Health check-up and nutritional supplements

Coaching classes and a value education programme

Personality development and enrichment programmes

Vocational guidance and life skills programmes

Counselling

Educating the girl child



Because education is the key to the future

Of the 32 million children who began
school in 2004, less than half will complete
their compulsory eight years of education.
Women in India receive on average only
1.8 years of schooling.

Recognising that education is the key to
empowerment and self-reliance, SICW set
up its education sponsorship programme

in 1985, with the objective of educating
children through sponsorship.

Most of the children who benefited
under this programme are destitute and
come from broken homes. In most cases,
the mother is single-handedly trying to
bring up the child. Frequently, the parents
do not understand the value of education
and cannot provide any practical help as
they themselves are uneducated. Children
often have to give up their schooling for
lack of funds and family support.

Under this programme, needy children
are sponsored at any level – from
primary school till graduation.
Handicapped and special needs children
attending school or vocational training
are also considered for sponsorships.
Sponsored children come under two

There are 268 million illiterate
people in India, unable to read,
write or make a reasoned
decision – almost a third of the
world’s total number.

(http://www.r4e.org/education/top_ten_facts_India.htm)



categories – those who live in a hostel and
those who live at home and go to school
daily.  SICW volunteers visit children in
hostels to check on their progress, while
those who live at home visit the Society
once every month, for an update. 

Counselling provides the much-needed
impetus to educate these children and
reduce the incidence of drop-outs. SICW
now actively focuses on ensuring
education for the girl child, for whom
education is not regarded as a priority.

We have also tried to reach out to
children from rural areas, and extend help
to young, bright minds, eager to get a
chance to pursue their dreams of
education and build a better tomorrow
for themselves and their families. 

Education is every child’s birthright and
we try to extend this right to every
needy child, with the help of our
supportive sponsors. Over 6,000 children
have benefited through this scheme since
inception. 

Knowledge itself is power and SICW
generously gives them this gift of
knowledge to the" non arrived'
children, enabling them to join the
mainstream of a progressive India.

Shilu Pathak 
Education Coordinator



Over 6,000 children have benefited through the education
sponsorship scheme at SICW.                   



Needy and deserving children are sponsored at any level – from
primary school till graduation. 



Ila Koeppel  
A child brought up with
love and care and sound
values by her adoptive
parents in the US.
Compassionate by nature,
she often took up causes
for the environment and
the community which won
her a prestigious school
award in the UK. She often
recalled SICW and her days
in its happy environs. She
was eager to bring a smile
to the faces of the little
kids who waited to find
loving parents like hers. 
So, she donated the entire
prize money of 200 pounds
to SICW – doing us and her
parents proud!





special needs unit



Professional, structured and specialised inputs
to children with special needs dealing with
mental retardation, cerebral palsy, autism,
Down’s Syndrome and slow learners

Activities that draw them into mainstream
society and help develop self-help skills

Provision of quality care and medical facilities

Provision of a professionally structured
platform to facilitate communication, every
child’s birthright

To place the children in adoption with ‘forever
families’ where they can lead safe and secure
lives.



Blossoming of a special tomorrow

Our needs were ‘special’ as He ordained it to be.
Your touch in our lives meant more than one sees.
Unconditional remains our love and determined we walk,
‘Label us Able’ is all that we seek!

As the SICW family marched ahead in its
journey to serve children from all walks of
life, we were faced with a section of
children who, in spite of all their physical
and mental limitations, showed promise and
enthusiasm. We realised that all that was
required was a structured and professional
program to facilitate the process of
reaching out and teaching them the way
they knew! 

The Special Needs Unit was born on 
15th August 2005 with the support and
help of Hope Foundation and professional
guidance from the Indian Institute of
Cerebral Palsy. A separate unit was set up
for our in-house abandoned and orphaned
children with varying degrees of cerebral
palsy, autism, mental retardation and
Down’s Syndrome. 

During the day, our children attend

Around 10 per cent of
the world’s population,
or 650 million people,
live with a disability.
They are the world’s
largest minority.

(http://www.un.org/disabilities/default.asp?id=18)



Manovikas Kendra, a school for the
Rehabilitation of the Mentally Challenged. 

In the evening, they attend classes by special
educators and speech therapists. They also
attend early intervention and stimulation
programs, take part in fancy dress
programmes and concerts, storytelling and
goal-oriented activities. Academic work, art-
craft and extracurricular activities like music,
dance and drama keep our children
involved and engaged. They are encouraged
to communicate and interact with their
age-related peer groups and enjoy outings,
birthday celebrations and festivities every
month. 

Introducing AAC (Alternative Augmentative
Communication Board) for non-speaking
children has facilitated their ability to
communicate. Special inputs by the Indian
Institute of Cerebral Palsy and Hope

Foundation have helped us structure and
implement this programme effectively.

We have been able to provide ‘forever
homes and families’ to a large number of
children with challenges, with some of them
joining loving families in the U.S.

We strive to provide quality care to the
‘special children’ not only at SICW, but also
our older children placed at Offer, Cheshire
Homes and Antaranga. 

Our children, along with the support of the
SICW family, have fought the challenges that
dared to limit them in any way.  The
outcome of it all has been most
encouraging and satisfying. Learning through
activities has made the children more
confident and they are all finally reaching
out and connecting to the world. It is our
constant endeavour to integrate them into
mainstream society.







“There  is always one moment
in childhood when the door
opens and lets in the future.
SICW is always there to place
that ‘moment’ of bright future
within the grasp of every child
who crosses our threshold.” 

Swaran Chaudhry

“In the 45 years of working
with children, the most
rewarding moment continues
to be the look of supreme joy
and bliss on the mother’s face
when she first holds her
baby!”

Dr Zarin Dadina





women 
in distress
programme

Proper pre-natal care

Counselling for the unwed mother and family





Restoring the dignity of women

Rape is the fastest growing crime in India. Every hour, Indian women
face two rapes, two kidnappings, four molestations and seven incidents
of cruelty from husbands and relatives. The enormity of this crime may
be perceived better if compared with the toll taken by landmines,
which has evoked world-wide understanding. In landmine accidents,
about 26,000 people are annually killed or maimed throughout the
world. Dowry and bride-burning kill or maim about 25,000 innocent
brides every year in India alone (Source: National Crimes Bureau of India).

It is indeed ironic that in a society where motherhood is virtually
deified, we pay such little attention to making sure that women
do not die in the process of becoming mothers. 

Our Women in Distress programme reaches out to unwed
mothers-to-be with a programme to ensure proper pre-natal
care and counselling for the girl and her family. Our objective is to
restore the dignity of the unwed mother and ensure that she has
access to quality medical care. 



Now an officer with the Swedish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Stockholm,
Patric graduated in Political Science and
studied Management at the prestigious
International School of Business in
London and Munich. 

On his visit to SICW in January 2009, he
said, "I could well have been one of the
millions of children here who do not
have access to basic needs". 

He once again did all of us at SICW
proud when he was chosen to escort
Indian Nobel Prize winner Venkatraman
Ramakrishnan in Sweden. 

Renewing bonds with the SICW family,
along with friend Emma, Nilsson has
carried the needs of the 'non-arrived'
children of SICW in his heart and now
raises funds to give every child with us a
chance to make their place in the sun! 

Patric Nilsson, born in Kolkata and nurtured in Sweden with the love and care of his
adoptive parents, returned to his birthplace in quest of his roots. 

Little Patric soon after adoption The prodigal son returns





Lending a helping hand
to the welfare of under
privileged women 
and children. 

Shukla Sen

Project co-ordinator, 
Jan Seva





paediatric heart
surgery, eye surgery
and thalassaemia
programme

Eye and cardiac surgeries for underprivileged
children

Support for children suffering from
Thalassaemia

Financial support, guidance and counselling



Reportedly, thalassaemia carriers in
India alone number around 30 million.
Congenital heart disease (CHD)
causes the death of thousands of
children in developing countries each
year. Eight out of every 1,000 live
births around the world suffer from
some form of CHD.

(Source: www.virtualcancercentre.com)

The doors at SICW are always open for
children who need medical assistance.
Cardiac surgeries are expensive and very
often, a drain on a family’s meagre
resources. Through our network of
sponsors, we assist families of children
with cardiac problems, and ensure 
life-saving surgeries at some of the
country’s best hospitals, namely
Rabindranath Tagore International
Institute of Cardiac Sciences (RTIICS),
Kolkata and Narayana Hrudalaya,
Bangalore.

Vision is our most precious gift and very
often, childhood neglect leads to
permanent vision damage or impairment.
Accidents at school or on the playing
field also lead to eye trauma and vision
damage. Recognising the need for timely
intervention and prevention, SICW
conducts programmes for eye surgery
and treatment, in collaboration with
Rotary Narayana Nethralaya. 



We also provide an anchor of hope to families of children suffering from thalassaemia.
Apart from surgical intervention, we provide highly expensive Desferal injections,
along with help for blood transfusion for the children every month.  Which otherwise,
their parents would not be able to afford.

The rewards we reap, in the form of grateful parents and happy children blessed with
a new lease of life, motivates us to continue our work. 





"Where there is abundant
love there are always
miracles of turning
yesterdays memories into
tomorrow's dreams! And
every adoptive parent
dares to live his dream!

Sheela Adige
Project co-ordinator, Adoption



programme 
for the restoration 
of lost children

Networking with voluntary organisations,
police and government bodies to trace the
families of lost children

Dedicated team of social workers to trace the
families of missing children

Counselling for children and their families





milestones
1979
Opened its doors

with three

abandoned children

in a small flat

1986
Built Ashirwad – a

home for older

children – at Tiljala

Road

1987
Started a créche for

2-6 year old children

at Chetla Lockgate

1982
Established the Foundling

Home at 22, Colonel

Biswas Road, which

houses 40 children

1985
Opened a bi-weekly

clinic at Chetla Lockgate

to render medical

assistance to the slum

area

Started an

educational sponsorship

programme for children

from the poorest

sections of society

1988
Began a vocational

training sponsorship

programme for

institutionalised

children

1990
Commissioned a

crèche at Bondel

Gate (Balak Sangha)

1991
Set up a créche at

Picnic Gardens (Jagrata

Balak Sangha)

Started a vocational

training centre at Tiljala

Road for girls from

poor families in the

urban slums



1992
Started running

weekly clinics in our

Balak Sangha créche

Established a leather

unit for institutionalised

girls (including

handicapped girls) at

Uttarpara Government

Home

1993
Set up a créche

and clinic at Kasba

(Bhai Bhai Sangha)

Established a

créche at Anandapur

Started a heart

surgery fund for

needy children

1994
Started a clinic at

Anandapur

1995
Established a mother

and child community

healthcare programme

at Anandapur village

1996
Expanded the heart

surgery programme

to help 500 children

in three years

Opened a home

for older children with

a large play area at 

20, Colonel Biswas

Road

1998
Commenced a

vocational training

programme for the

mothers of children in

our crèches

1999
Launched the Jan

Seva Community

project

2000
Supported children

suffering from

thalassaemia and

leukemia

Started operation

at Jan Seva

Community Centre,

housed in a well-

designed building

2001
Expanded activities to

reach out to more

children and young

women



2002
Entrenched our
education sponsorship
programme firmly and
extended its reach far
and wide

2003
Sowed the seeds of
our special needs
programme and
engaged qualified
educators for our
special needs children

2004
Started a new project
for thalassaemic
children. Provided free
blood transfusion and
desferal injections

2006
Started a nutrition
programme for
children under
education sponsorship

2007
Extended medical

sponsorship for
children under the
education sponsorship
programme

The government
allocated an equivalent
amount of land for a
new community centre
– Jan Seva in Kasba

2007-09
Undertook a phase

of consolidation and
expansion, dedicated
to helping
underprivileged
children

Focused on all
paperwork/formalities
pertaining to the new
community centre project
– Jan Seva

2010
Sanctioned a building
plan – focus on getting
the new community
centre – Jan Seva, to
start the long-awaited
construction of the
building; soft opening in
January 2011

2005
The government
acquired the
flourishing Jan Seva
Community Centre to
build a major road
connector.  It was a
great loss to  the

community,
particularly for the
children whose future
depended upon the
Centre.

Our Special Needs
Programme was

formally launched on
15th August.  Various
projects were initiated
to ensure the
development of the
differently-abled children



our jan seva project
Brinda’s was a charmed life.

Multitudes of friends to play with through the
afternoon. Hearty meals. Caring teachers. Clean
clothes and a large sunny playground to be in.

Until she left for home each afternoon.

Home was in the bastee behind Kalikapur. Behind the
dark, dank, black plastic that stood for its three walls.
Home was where her father came home drunk each
night. Home was where she would hear her mother
sniffing inconsolably when she woke up at night.
Home was where there was a continuous stench
from the open drains. 

Brinda’s charmed life ended on 30 November 2005.
The Jan Seva Community Centre that sustained her
sanity and gave her a new hope every morning was
razed to the ground. 

To make way for a road. 



The Jan Seva Community Centre run by
SICW had supported nearly 200
children like Brinda for their mid-day
meals, daily preschool lessons, uniforms
and free medical care for over 5 years.

Bani, another beneficiary of the Jan Seva
Centre, who earned her living cleaning
utensils in five homes in the close-by
building says, "We would leave our
children under the care and supervision
of the staff at the créche and go to work.
The fact that our children would be fed,
taught and attended to while we worked
was a great source of strength to us".

Some mothers had undergone
vocational training at the Centre to be
able to produce articles of quality that
were appreciated by design connoisseurs
at exhibitions where they were displayed.
A number of them found lucrative jobs
elsewhere after their training.

One fine day, the fairy tale ended. Says
founder –Vice Chairperson, Dr. Zarin
Dadina – “The Society had mustered its
meagre resources and built and run the
Kalikapur Jan Seva Centre only to see it
demolished after five years.  To see it all
gone to naught broke our hearts."

But SICW did not take this lying down.
Under the able guidance of the

Chairperson, Mrs. Shirin Dastur, they
persistently, for two years, followed up
with the government to be finally given a
plot in lieu, at Kasba, at the cost of Rs. 30
Lakhs. The designing of the building,
sanctioning of the plan and running from
pillar to post took over two years. Then
came the onerous task of finding funding
for the mammoth complex.

Mobilising a fund of this magnitude
looked almost impossible. The Society
had worked in the past with a number of
national and international benevolent
funds but such an amount looked quite
insurmountable.

Here again, Mrs. Shirin Dastur persistently
followed up her paperwork with Amicale
– Luxembourg and convinced them of a
very viable project – The Jan Seva Centre.



Happy meal time! Artwork of the super-talented children at Jan Seva

Adult education for the mothers Regular health check-ups at the centre

Beautiful handicraft produced by the mothers Sewing lessons in progress

Celebration time at the créche Meal time



The story of how the Jan Seva Centre was funded is particularly heart-rending.

The Centre was named after Jan Stephansson – a Swede who had adopted

his child from India. While on one

of his many visits to the country,

Jan was being taken around by

Executive Director, SICW, Swaran

Chaudhry. The car broke down in

the middle of the then fields of

the EM Bypass and Jan, surveying

the bastees nearby, mentioned

the need for a community centre.

Swaran recalls, "It was just something he said and I heard. The idea sounded

too ambitious to be even thought about. But Jan persisted. We found that the

Swedish Government would be willing to give us the SIDA (Swedish

International Development Authority) grant to finance the centre. There was

only one catch. We would have to raise half the sum on our own! As if one

blow was not enough, we were paralysed with the second when Jan

succumbed to a heart attack at the young age of 54.  We were in the process

of mothballing the entire idea when Jan’s wife, Anne Lisa Stephansson, insisted

that as one of Jan’s last wishes, the Jan Seva Centre had to become a reality.

She wrote a letter to all friends, relatives and associates asking them to not

come to his funeral with flowers but instead help with contributions so as to

give peace to Jan’s soul in heaven.  With this one letter, Anne raised 25 per

cent of the entire outlay. The rest is stuff that stories are made of. Seven of

Jan’s family members flew down to Kolkata and sang hymns at the inauguration

of the Jan Seva Centre. Jan’s soul must now be truly at peace.”

Every broken brick has a story to tell



Having partially supported the old Jan
Seva, they knew what SICW was talking
about, only this time it was three times
larger in size than the previous one.

The Society was keeping its fingers
crossed. "One fine day, we received the
entire commitment from a single
benefactor – Amicale, Luxembourg who
was so impressed with the working and
commitment of SICW
over its long
association with them,
that it decided to fund
every expense of the
Jan Seva Community
Centre over the next
five years" says Shirin
Dastur.

Expressing himself, Mr. Redo, a member
of the Board of Amicale said, “We have
been working with SICW for nearly
twenty years and have always admired
their engagement with the poor, sick and
helpless. We partly supported the old Jan
Seva financially – it was a magnificent
institution and the Amicale (AIAE) and
its donors highly appreciated the work
done there. When we learnt that the
building was to be demolished we were
as upset as SICW and immediately
decided to help in its reconstruction, so
the project would continue.

We are an NGO recognised by the
Luxembourg Government and as such our
projects are eligible for government co-
financing. It is fair to say that their
contribution allowed us to finance the
construction and running costs of the new
Jan Seva. The new centre is fully in line with
their policy of supporting projects
promising a true and lasting progress for

the people
benefiting from
them."

The Jan Seva
Project will go
onstream in
January 2012 with
a spanking new

building serving health, primary education,
vocational training, adult education,
computer programmes, créche for children
with special needs and support system
requirements of the immediate slum areas
spanning Tiljala and Kasba. The Society
wants to continue this model and open
several more such community centres,
serving the bastees of Kolkata.

Brinda will be happy once again.



willing to help?
You can help in any of the following ways:

General sponsorship

(There is no limit to the

minimum and maximum

amount that one can

donate)

Sponsoring education

expenses for one or more

children for a year or

more. This includes fees,

books, stationery, nutrition

and uniforms

Sponsoring overall expenses

for one or more orphans at

our home for a year or

more. This includes

education expenses,

clothing, food and

medication, among others

Procuring food grains

and other things like

clothing and medicines

for children

Sponsoring the same

child (on a long-term

basis) and tracking his

overall progress

Sponsoring heart

treatment/surgery; eye

treatment/surgery or

sponsoring medicines

for thalassaemic

children

Sponsorship for

women in distress

project

Contributing towards

the building fund for

our new Jan Seva

Community Centre at

Hathisur

Your support enables us to

continue making a significant

difference to the lives of

children. All donations made

to Society for Indian

Children’s Welfare, are eligible

for tax exemption under

Section 80G

Sponsoring a special needs

child for a year or more.

This includes school fees,

physiotherapy, speech

therapy, medical care,

clothing and food, among

other things

Sponsoring a meal for

the children



Our network of associates, donors and sponsors

Adoptions Centrum (Sweden), Akbari Kabir,American International School, AMI,Ami

Rego (U.K.), Amicale (Luxembourg),Anders Erlandsson, Andre Logtenberg,Anna

Nilsson, Anne Edelstam, Anne Lisa Stephansson, Archana Jalan,Asha Maheshwari,

Balarampur Chini Mills, Bea Bonnier, Bhagirathi Jan Kalyan Kosh, Children are Angels

from Heaven, Children’s Hope (India) Inc., Debashish Dutta, Devi Exports Pvt. Ltd, Dr.

Adelene Basu, Dr. Anindya Mukherjee, Dr. Iqbal Hassan, Dr. Kalpana Sarkar, Dr. Z. P.

Dadina, Drien & R. Vinkeleskadr, Eileen McCarthy Grange, Gabi Van, Gandhi

Enterprises, Gayle Pierceino Lonquist, Gunnel & Thomas Andersson, Haken & Suzan

Eriksson, Hiroo Daswani, Hope Foundation-Ireland, Horizon Aviation Academy,

Indesch Patenschaften, Indian Institute of Cerebral Palsy, ITC Sonar, Jai & Nimmi Saraf,

Jyoti Bhatia, K. N. D. Technologies Ltd, Karin Weirich, Katie Dalal, Kerry Godden,

Kolkata Central Ladies Circle, Kriplani & Sons, Linda Peer, Lovey Burman, Mamta

Chaudhry-Fryer, Manovikas Kendra, Maria Morelli, Marie Louise Bonnier, Meena
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frequently 
asked 
questions

helpful in establishing eligibility of the prospective

adopter/s and may help in determining the next

steps if the idea were to be pursued further. If it is

mutually decided that the agency will work further

with the Prospective Adoptive Parent/s (PAP), it

conducts the social process and helps through the

legal process and thereafter.

Q. What are the Social procedures?

A. Social procedures consist mainly of a Home

Study. Adoption agencies in most cases, proceed

to initiate it when the PAPs have compiled most of

the required documents. A qualified staff of the

agency conducts a home study with the PAPs

through a confidential, one-to-one relationship. The

study has the dynamic purpose of examining the

different aspects related to adopting a non-related

child. Besides examining social and psychological

issues, along with financial and legal issues, the

process gives the PAPs a chance to reflect on their

life as a whole and implications of adoption as it

relates to them as individuals, as a family and

others significant in their life. It also allows the

agency to assess suitability of the PAPs and further

assists them with the preparation for adoptive

parenthood. The home study report thus

prepared, serves as a record to give a broad

picture of the PAP for identifying an appropriate

match. It also forms part of the dossier, required

by the Court, for the legal process.

Q. What is the legal aspect of adoption?

A. The legal aspect of adoption is somewhat

unique in India. Personal Law of each community

governs the matter of adoption. Only the personal

law for Hindus has a legal provision for adoption in

the Hindu Adoption & Maintenance Act 1956.

Such provision is absent in the Personal Laws of

other communities. Persons belonging to the non-

Hindu communities have to resort to the

Adoption questions
Q. What does adopting a child involve?

A.  Adoption involves a life long commitment. To

safeguard the interests of the child as well as the

families concerned, definite procedures are laid

down. These are regulated and monitored by

Central and state authorities and the Judiciary.

Q. Who does one contact for information on

adoption?

A. For domestic adoption, a list of agencies

recognised/licensed for adoption can be obtained

from the State's Department of Women & Child

Welfare. The AdoptionIndia website that is

maintained by the Central Adoption Resource

Agency (CARA) is the primary resource for

information on inter-country adoption.

Q. What are the procedures?

A.  Adoption procedures relate to social and legal

matters. As a first step, personnel of a recognised

agency may be contacted for the exchange of

information and guidance. This first contact is



common law available for legal guardianship – the

Guardian & Wards Act 1890. PAPs are awarded

permanent legal guardianship of the child whom

they desire to raise as their own. Most of the

adoption agencies have a list of lawyers they work

with, who help and guide the PAPs about the legal

process under an appropriate legal provision.

General questions
Q. How do you find the children who have lost

their families permanently?

A. The children in need of permanent

rehabilitation are either relinquished in our care by

the birth parent /guardian or they are placed with

us through the Juvenile Justice system.

Q. How do you care for such children and how

do you plan for their future?

A. SICW has a residential institution for the child's

care. The child stays here until such time that a

suitable permanent family is identified for

adoption/guardianship and the mandated social

and legal process is completed.

Q. What crisis situations cause neglect of the

child?

A. The crisis could arise due to a variety of socio-

economic circumstances, such as accidents,

desertion, serious illness or death of parent/s,

economic setback or displacement.

Q. How do you help these children and families?

A. By providing supportive services, we make

efforts to prevent disintegration of the child's

family.

Q. What are the support services?

A. Support is extended in the form of financial aid

where necessary, counselling, tapping of

community resources on behalf of the family,

helping make suitable child care arrangements.

Q. What are the kinds of measures 

SICW offers to protect the child?

A. To protect the child from separation and

disintegration of his or her family, assistance is

offered. This is done at the point that the child's

family/others approach the Juvenile Justice system

to admit the children in an institution. All possible

alternatives for the child's care within own family

or extended family or even with a caring neighbour

are discussed and examined with the family. The

objective is to help keep the child in the family fold

and familiar environment so as to prevent traumas

of being displaced, or being put in an institution.

The child and family are assisted under the family

preservation or fostercare programme.

Q. What programmes does the agency have for

the education of underprivileged children?

A. The crucial part of the support is to make

learning an attractive activity for the child.

Deprivations rob the child of his/her energy and

sufficient motivation for maintaining sustained

interest in studies. The family stresses further

weaken his or her motivation. Our objective is to

give sustained support and guidance to ensure

that ’dropping out’ is not an option.

Q. What kind of support for education is crucial

to improve the future prospects of the

underprivileged children?

A. Relief is provided to the child and the family

through supplementary financial aid for school

related expenses, provision of extra nutrition,

additional tutoring, opportunities for cultural,

sports and personality enrichment to the child. In

addition, family counselling helps encourage

parents and support their efforts for the child's

education. A periodic health check up, child

guidance services and referrals for specific services

aims at a holistic approach.
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